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How man will invent the Death in the age of its technical reproducibility

When man confronts himself with death, in reality he talks about his perception of life, according the culture
he belongs to. Attributing a meaning to death, man gives a meaning to life itself.

Man has been always inventing death culturally through different systems of representations, from cannibalism
to  mummification1. Each of this representations has triggered a symbolic exchange between life and death
which has made the death itself reversible, acceptable as a shade of life. The project man has developed
on the death is part and parcel of his particular project of “humanity”.

Infact man organises specific anthropopoietic programs in the creation of a particular form of humanity in
a specific cultural context, according to the classical Greek definition of anthropopoiesis as the "idea of
making, of constructing, of fabricating human beings, or more precisely of models of human beings" through
shared social practises, (from behaviour schemes, modalities of perceiving the emotions and feelings to the
most visible practises of body treatment, like tatoo or way of dressing).
But the anthropopoietic program doesn't finish with the biologic life of the individual: in order to keep the
sense of humanity which has characterised himself during the life, man designs his passing through death
and he elaborates a cultural scheme to give a social role back to the death and to the defunct. This cultural
intervention of man in the sphere of the hereafter is called thanato metamorphosis2 and it consists of the
treatment of the dead body and of the practises that bring it through the passing, up to investing it with
this new socially recognized  and human coherent3 role.

Humanity, here meant as a particular human reality shaped by a society and its culture, doesn't estinguish
with the phisiologic life of the individual, but it finds in the death an equally important area in which developing
its anthropopoietic project to complete the sense of life itself.



I wonder which projects of humanity man could generate in an age where the biotechnology and the
regenerative medecine offer the tools and the techniques able to noticeably modify the human body and
its biologic cicle.
And especially, which projects of death could be designed from the scenario of a-mortality4 that man
experiences in the biotech age, when his biologic death is being procrastinated by the scientific progress.
The biologic science doesn't only modify the life and the death of man, but it offers anthropoietic tools, to
fabricate humanity, which culturally compromise the way he copes with the death itself.

Humanity, result of the biotech anthropopoiesis, 1) experiences the biologic a-mortality through cloning
theraphies and similars; 2) thinks of death as punctual and accidental5; 3) estabilishes or undergoes the
irreversibility of biologic death through a voluntary decision, euthanasy, or due to a terminal illness.

For the first time man confronts himself with the technical reproducibility of his own life and his own death,
thing that splits even more the two sides and claims their un-complementarity.

Is it still possible in the biotech age a symbolic exchange betwen life and death which could give a human
coherence back to the death as a shade of the life?

In which measure are the possible rapresentations of the death that man could generate acceptable, suitable
and responsible?

Which hereafter could be culturally legitimate, decide to live in and build?



Note

1   T. TAYLER, The buried soul, London, Fourth Estate, 2002.

2   F. REMOTTI, Morte e trasformazione dei corpi. Interventi di tanatometamorfosi,  Milan, Bruno Mondadori, 2006, pp. 1-5. (Title literal translation: Death and
bodies transformation. Thanato metamorphosis interventions).

3   It is meant as coherent with the particular society that has thought it. It is linked to the beginning of the text, where it is reported that “when man confronts
himself with death, in reality he talks about his perception of life, according the culture he belongs to.”

4   For a-mortality I assume the definition of Edgar Morin according to which “the molecules and the cells are not susceptible to die” and the definition of the
biotechnologist Simone Maccaferri that “the molecules and the cells continuosly reproduce themselves through the steam cells.”

5   Death just occurs by accident (from a gas leak to a terroristic attack).



Historical context
How man built deaths & herafters



Man has always been giving death a social role in the different form of humanities he  belongs to.
Each ritual he has developed is a representation of the exchange between life and death according to that
particular form of humanity he is part of.

I will analyze death as multiple representations from the point of view of the rituality involved, using the
following scheme:

Death when naturally it occurs:

 1#   endocannibalism
 2#   christian eucaresty as meta-cannibalism
 3#   burial under the ground

How man built deaths & herafters

form of
 humanity

exchange
life-death

beliefs practises

* *



 4#   cremation
 5#   the passing as a journey
 6#   the funeral wake
 7#   the tree as a womb
 8#   a bowl as a temporary coffin
 9#   exposition of the defunct at open sky
10#   mummification
11#   cryonics procedure

Death as religious sacrifice:

12#   children sacrifice among the Aztecs
13#   adults sacrifice among the Aztecs
14#   miira self-mummification in life

A place for death in architecture:

15#   egyptian pyramids

Death and the contact with the ancestors:

16#   Kayapò headdress



1#   cannibalism
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2#   christian eucaresty as meta-cannibalism
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3#   burial under the ground
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4#   cremation
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5#   the passing as a journey
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6#   the funeral wake
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7#   the tree as a womb
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8#   a bowl as a temporary coffin

* *
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9#   exposition of the defunct at open sky

* *
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10#   mummification

* *
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11#   cryonics procedure

* *
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12#   children sacrifice among the Azetcs

* *

children are
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Death as religious sacrifice



13#   adults sacrifice among the Azetcs

* *

people reached
the top of the
pyramid to be
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then they were
thrown down
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14#   miira self-mummification in life

* *
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15#   egyptians pyramids

* *

the body of the
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16#   Kayapò headdress

* *
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Conclusion

Historical context_How man built deaths and hereafters

Death is a cultural production to addomesticate: the lost as mourning, the fear as unknowing hereafter,
the social disorder as giving a new role to the defuncts.
Death is turned into life designing a symbolic exchange between life and death.
Each symbolic exchange reflects the form of humanity that builds it in beliefs, tools and techniques.

Future directions_ which cultural rapresentations of death in our time when we experience new ways
to technically reproduce life/death by science?
How do we perceive the lost, the fear and the social disorder? How do we cope with them?

Building my world around_ new interactions that turn the ways we experience death now (a-mortality
through regenerative medicine, accidental death, euthanasy/terminal illness) into new ways to represent
the life/death exchange.

Who_ different forms of humanity in actual word (common people, transhumanists, particular groups of
ill people).

Why_ to bring back a sense to death when it is scientifically programmed.

By whom_ scientific experts, defuncts, people dying, people who survive the death of their beloved ones.

By what_ biotech techniques as anthropoiesis tools to build a new form of humanity.



Envisions on our humanity
How biotech and scientific progress are going to shape our humanity



Biotechnology and regenerative medicine are modifying the human body and its biologic cycle.
This involves that people need to culturally redefine their forms of humanity according to the anthropoietic
value of the scientific progress, such as the power of shaping different forms of humanity.

I will analyze some envisions on the possible forms of humanity that could be generated from our actual
scenario., using the following scheme:

New forms of humanity:

 1#   the Race, by Michael Burton
 2#   Wish you were a little more about me, by Revital Cohen
 3#   Genetic trace & Sniffing others, by Susana Soares
 4#   Body modification for love, by Michiko Nitta
 5#   Dressing the meat of tomorrow, by James King

How biotech and the scientific progress are going to shape our humanity

specific
biotechnology

or regenerative
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biotech and
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tools

human
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 6#   Genpets, by Adam Brandjes
 7#   Utility pets, by Elio Caccavale

New forms of hereafter:

 8#   Memonto mori in vitro, by Michal Burton
 9#  Timeship, by Stephen Valentine



1#   the Race, by Michael Burton

an
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2#   Wish you were a little more about me, by Revital Cohen

an
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ience progress
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3#   Genetic trace & Sniffing others, by Susanna Soares

an
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ience progress
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genetic
sexual

attraction
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“in vitro”

bioengineered
smell organs
to augment
perception

human need

selection of a
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4#   Body modification for love, by Michiko Nitta

an
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bioengineering
bioengineering
body features

of our beloveds
in our body

human need

connect
memory to
the body



5#   Dressing the meat of tomorrow, by James King

an
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sc
ience progress
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tissues culture
“in vitro”

culturing
eatable meet

“in vitro”

human need

eating proteins
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6#   Genpets, by Adam Brandjes

an
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sc
ience progress

New forms of humanity

bioengineering

buying prepa-
cked and
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transgenic

 pets

human need

having a pet
as a mate



7#   Utility pets, by Elio Caccavale

an
thropoiesis

sc
ience progress

New forms of humanity

xenotransplan-
tation from
transgenic

pigs

raising your
compatible pig

and
caring of it

human need

regenerative
therapies that
require organs

donor



8#   Memento mori in vitro, by Michael Burton

an
thropoiesis

sc
ience progress

New forms of hereafter

bioengineering
cultivating
defunt hair

as an emotive
memory

human need

relationship
between life
and death



9#   Timeship, by Stephen Valentine

an
thropoiesis

sc
ience progress

New forms of hereafter

cryopreservation
place where

to store
cryopreserved

defuncts

human need

immortality


